Below we present several models that were applied to the PSI TA data. Model scheme, concentration profiles and SADS are shown for each model. The numbers in the model schemes indicates the rate in (ps -1 ). If not indicated otherwise, the model assumes that initial excitation is compartment A. 
Different Models for WL

Pump energy and sample translation effects
Theoretical calculations
First we attempted theoretical estimation of the photons per particle measure using the model outlined by Müller et al. (1) . Although the model relies heavily on knowing the value of the PSIcc extinction coefficient, a reasonable estimate can be obtained using known values for PSI RCs and the number of Chls present in the system. Thus the value of the photons per PSI particle is estimated to be around 1.1. This value indicates that double excitation of single PSI particle is possible and its effect on the resulting spectral kinetics should be investigated.
It should be noted that the photon density as measured in photon count per cm 2 in the measurements reported in this paper is less than 1. Recently Yoneda et al. (5) showed that in the case of PSII excitations at 10 14 cm -2 level do not result in significant annihilation processes. While this is not directly applicable to the PSI due to roughly three times higher number of pigments per particle, it does suggest that in order to observe annihilation effects the excitation should exceed 10 14 cm -2 level significantly.
Experimental tests
Additional tests were carried out to access whether the pump energy or the speed of sample translation can influence the results obtained in the measurements described in the main paper. Namely, we looked for the evidence of annihilation effects as well as the presence of "closed" PSI reaction centres.
A sample of FRL PSI was used in these measurements prepared under identical conditions as the one in the original measurements. The pump wavelength was chosen to be 670 nm because it corresponded to the highest sample absorption of all pump wavelengths, resulting in the highest number of absorbed photons. Thus this pump wavelength was most likely to show pump energy related effects. All other conditions were kept exactly the same as in the original measurements, except sample translation speed and pump energy.
The sample translation speed was varied between the stationary sample (indicated by ST=0 in Figs. below) and maximum translation rate allowable by our current setup (ST=10). Typically the measurements reported in the main text were carried out under ST=8-9 translation setting.
Pump energy was varied by introducing neutral density filter in to the pump beam. Three pump pulse energies were used compared to the original value (<10nJ, ND filter with OD=2) -ten times lower (ND filter with OD=3), two times lower (ND filter with OD=2.3) and ten times higher (ND filter with OD=1). Each time the attenuation was changed, the overlap of the pump and probe beams was optimized and time zero was determined.
Sample translation speed
For this test the pump energy was set at the same level as in the main text results. It should be noted that the number of scans recorded in these measurements was approximately 10 times smaller than in the main experiments thus resulting in noisier spectra. Furthermore, the data were collected just at four delay points: -100 ps, 0.5 ps, 3 ps and 2000 ps relative to the pump pulse.
As in Figure S1 the measurements performed at different sample translation speeds result in the spectra of identical shape. However there are some differences in the amplitude of the spectra. To assess these differences we have calculated the ratio of the bleach maximum at 2ns to the bleach maximum in 0.5 ps or 3 ps spectra. These results are shown in Figure S2 .
There is a clear trend showing smaller ratios at slower speeds. The trend can be explained by the increasing proportions of the RCs being in the "closed" state. However at high translation speeds, there is little difference between ST=7 and ST=10 speed setting, indeed as smaller decrease occurs. This suggests that the effect of the "closed" RCs does influence the results at this translation speed.
Furthermore information about the presence of the "closed" RCs is contained in the -100 ps spectra ( Figure S1 , Bottom Right). However due low signal at this delay some smoothing had to be applied before analysis. Furthermore, in order to avoid baseline drift, a difference approach was used to evaluate the size of the bleach at 700 nm. Four reference points on both sides of the bleach maximum were chosen as reference. These points are indicated in the Figure S1 , Bottom Right panel by open squares and circles. The size of the bleach was calculated as average of two differencesbetween bleach maximum and each reference point. The dependence of thus evaluated bleach size on sample translation speed is shown in Figure S3 . This Figure also shows how the ratio of -100 ps bleach size to 2 ns bleach size changes with sample translation speed. 
Pump Energy
During these measurements, the sample was translated at the same speed as in the main text result case (ST=7-9) except for the case of the lowest pump energy where due to the low signal ST=1 setting had to be used. Moreover a higher number of scans was averaged in the case of the two lowest energies to produce acceptable signal to noise ratio. Figure S4 shows the normalized spectra measured at the four pump energies and at four delay points. It is obvious that the shape of the spectrum stays the same for all pump levels. To assess the effect of the pump energy on the amplitude of the spectra we performed similar analysis as in translation speed case. Namely the ratio of 2 ns bleach maximum and 0.5/3 ps bleach maximum was calculated for all energy levels and is plotted in Figure S5 . With a 10-fold increase of pump-power it is clearly seen that this ratio reduces several-fold, indicative of exciton-exciton annihilation. For pulses up to 10-fold weaker we observed a weak trend that reduces the ratio for 2ns/0.5ps bleach amplitudes, but not for the 2ns/3ps ( Figure S5) . Determination of the 500 fs bleach amplitude may be affected more strongly by the coherent artefact at higher pump powers, therefore considering the 3ps amplitude, we conclude that loss of excited state population through exciton-exciton annihilation is minimal under our experimental conditions.
In conclusion, the experimental tests suggest that the annihilation and "closed" PSI RCs even if present under typical experimental condition used in this work, do not influence the processes of energy and charge transfer and relative yield for radical pair formation substantially.
Estimation of Charge Separation Efficiency
We also attempted to compare the charge separation efficiency between WL and FRL PSI samples. Namely the ratio of the bleach integrals at 2ns and 0.3 ps was used as a measure representative of charge separation efficiency. Figure 6 shows region of the spectra that was used for this estimation.
Surprisingly 670 nm pump data show that the ratio is higher in FRL case -0.3174 compared to 0.2829 in WL case. The same is true for 700 nm pump -0.3308 vs. 0.2156.
Although these calculations seem to suggest that CS in FRL PSI is more efficient, in our opinion this type of measure is not reliable enough to make strong conclusions. For example, contribution of still present radiative decay could affect the obtained numbers substantially. 
